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Welcome to our fourth Newsletter which is being published almost a year after the 
launch.  

 

Our thanks go out to those who commented, made suggestions to improve the product 
and to those who contributed or helped in any way with publication. 

 
The good news is that it people have been asking when is the next edition of CONNECT 
coming out.  People have heard of CONNECT and want to read it, which is very 
encouraging!! 

Unfortunately, this edition has been delayed a little due to illness and late arrival of some 
key articles.  We are sorry about this but hope you agree that it has been worth the wait!! 

 

In this quarter’s edition we report on the major civil record repository in Ireland which is 
the General Register Office in Dublin and on the SAFHS Conference in Fife. 

We continue with profiles of office bearers and present another interesting set of 
interviews from both our organisations. 

 

We hope you find it useful, enjoyable and, as before, we would welcome your comments 
and suggestions.  We are considering introducing a Member’s Blog where members can 
express views and comment, give advice or seek information.  Our hope is that we can 
achieve this by the end 2017.   
 
If you would like to contribute please get in touch with one of the CONNECT editors. 
 

This Newsletter has been put together by Michael Walsh MAGI from AGI and Kirsteen 
Mulhern from ASGRA.  The production responsibilities for the Newsletter have been 
cheerfully assumed by John Grenham MAGI.
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 News from Scotland and Ireland... 
 
News from Scotland 

 

Report on the 2017 SAFHS Conference 
 
 

ASGRA were delighted to host the 2017 
Scottish Association of Family History 
Societies (SAFHS) conference which took 
place on Saturday 22nd April in Kinghorn.  We 
were equally delighted to see our friends from 
AGI who made the journey across to join us 
on the day. 
 
As well as the family history fair, there were 
some fantastic talks which drew in great 
audiences.  The delegates were treated to 
ASGRA's own Bruce Bishop who shared his 
research on the Firth of Forth crossings and 
how these shaped local society from as early 
as the twelfth century; Craig Statham from 
the National Library of Scotland gave an 
introduction to how maps can be used to 

flesh out family histories; Dr Eilidh Garrett then took the audience on a journey into what 
death records can tell us about how people lived and died; and Paul Nixon from Find My 
Past shared some insights into how Scottish ancestors can be traced using the 
resources on the Find My Past 
website.  
 
In addition to these, there were also 
four public talks by ASGRA and AGI 
members which were open to all.  
Despite being limited to just 30 
members of the public, each of four 
public fair talks was a great success 
and all were all sold out. The 
questioning from the audience was 
insightful and co-operative and it was 
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clear that all the topics were of intrinsic interest and relevant to people’s personal family 
history research. For instance Stuart Coles’ talk on patient experience at Crichton Royal 
Institution in Dumfries attracted interest from a psychiatric nurse, a university lecturer and 
others whose relatives were once patients there.  
 
The other talks were equally well received and diverse.  Geoff Hare spoke on the subject 
of his forthcoming book: Gordon Bennett.  Although most people are familiar with the 
famous Gordon Bennett motor races of the early C20th, especially that of the 1903 race 
in Ireland, fewer are familiar with other aspects of his life and Geoff shared his research 
into background of the great American newspaper baron.  
 
Ian Marson’s account of English sources was masterful and clearly explained the 
similarities and differences with Scottish sources. This was very well received and 
judging from the questioning it was clear the audience was keen to follow up his 
suggestions.  
 
Similarly, the audience were very appreciative of Helen Kelly's willingness to share her 
knowledge of Irish research, traditionally a mine field for family historians, fraught with 
difficulties. However the lasting impression Helen gave was one of a kindness and 
gentleness towards all those people who inhabited the Irish landscape and townlands in 
the past, who are now perhaps only faintly remembered in old documents or completely 
forgotten. It was a constructive reminder that there is more to genealogy than getting as 
far back in time as possible – it is about real people who once lived in the past. It has to 
do as much with the heart as it does with the mind.  
 
The former Strathclyde MSc students’ presentations over the lunch break were free and 
equally well supported and were a good advertisement for the University courses in 
genealogy.  
 
The organisers of the event would like to thank everyone involved for their contributions 
to an informative and very enjoyable day, and would like to say a special thank you to our 
patron, Dr Joseph Morrow, Lord Lyon, who opened the event. 
 
Contributions to this report by Stuart Coles and Kirsteen Mulhern, photographs kindly supplied by Lorna 
Kinnaird. 
 

 

Who Do You Think You Are? Live 
 

Members may already be aware that the organisers of WDYTYA?Live have taken the 
difficult decision not to continue to run the event.  There is a report on the details of this 
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and the background to the decision available at: 
http://www.whodoyouthinkyouaremagazine.com/news/wdytya-live-close-its-doors  

 

 

 

New look for the Scotland's Places website 
 

Recently, we were pleased to note that the useful Scotland's Places website had 
removed its subscription option allowing access to a wealth of useful source material at 
no charge. The website has now also received a make-over and visitors may find that 
some familiar features are somewhat different and some areas of the site have a very 
different layout – the changes have met with a mixed response, but the site is now much 
more mobile-device friendly, and it is hoped that Historic Environment Scotland (who 
lead in the maintenance of the website, along with the National Records and National 
Library of Scotland) will continue to listen to feedback from users to keep tweaking the 
site.  It is well worth a visit: www.scotlandsplaces.gov.uk  

 

Meanwhile in Ireland... 

 

AGI Visit New Ross for CPD Event 
 

The second AGI CPD event for 2017 took place on Tuesday 16th May in the town of New 
Ross, Co. Wexford.  
 
The day started with a tour of the Ros Tapestry, a breath taking collection of 
contemporary tapestries that tell the story of the Norman arrival in the South East of 
Ireland.  The project to create these tapestries was begun in 1998 by Rev. Paul Mooney, 
who drew his inspiration from the Bayeux Tapestry.  The collection consists of fifteen 
large panels that have been stitched by 150 volunteers, working as part of a community 
initiative.   The detail and design were truly impressive and an excellent introduction to 
the Norman history of this part of Ireland. 
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Following a break for lunch, AGI members adjourned to a meeting room alongside the 
Dunbrody Famine Ship for a series of talks on the Graves Family Records.  This is an 
extensive collection of records relating to the Graves family shipping business in New 
Ross.   The collection itself is broken up and held in different locations, such as the 
National Archives of Ireland and Waterford Institute of Technology and there were 
several speakers who introduced their various relationships with all or part of the 
collection.  AGI members were introduced to the genealogy of the Graves family, an 
overview of the 19th and 20th century records found in the collection and the extent of the 
collection that has been inventoried and catalogued by Waterford Institute of Technology 
Luke Wadding Library.  AGI members were introduced to found material that would be 
relevant for genealogical research, such as passenger lists.   
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Following a lively discussion with the speakers over tea and biscuits, AGI members were 
taken on a tour of the Dunbrody Famine Ship and introduced to the conditions that 19th 
century emigrants from Ireland may have encountered on their journey to the New World.   
Crowded into the damp belly of the ship (it had rained heavily the day before) with actors 
playing steerage and first class passengers, it was possible to get a real feel for the 
challenges emigrants faced on their transatlantic journey.  Emerging on deck on a sunny 
May afternoon, it was a relief to find ourselves back in the 21st century. 
 
The entire day was organised by AGI member Ann Kissane, a New Ross native and was 
an informative and enjoyable day out. 
 

Nicola Morris MAGI 
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AGI CPD event on the 21 February 2017 
A view from a new Affiliate Member 

The main speaker of the day was Andrew Cooney from Tusla. He started by explaining 
the role of Tusla and the new Adoption legislation. This for me was a complete eye 
opener, and what surprised and I suppose shocked me was that they were only set up in 
2014! Andrew explained; that they were primarily a Child and Family agency, and that 
part of their role was to provide an information and tracing service for both children and 
parents trying to trace their families. It was clear since inception that the agency has 
worked with numerous institutions to recover as much as they could from adoption files 
held by the various institutions; the Daughters of Charity and St Rita’s to name but a few.  

A couple of the key points l personally took away from his presentation were the right of 
the child to know the identity of their birth mother is restricted by the birth mother’s right 
to privacy, and that a great deal of their work is trying to make sense of the grief and 
loss, rejection, guilt and shame, lack of sense of identity, fear of intimacy and control in 
each case. One particular case study of twins adopted together in the 70’s, clearly 
demonstrated some of the problems encountered, where one twin with intellectual 
difficulties was being protected by their sibling, who also was keen to protect their 
adoptive parents. It was clear to all in the audience that this was a pretty emotive subject, 
and we as professionals needed to be very aware of these issues when dealing with 
such cases. 

 

 

The second speaker of the day was John Grenham, M.A., F.I.G.R.S.  John started by 
explaining some of his tips and tricks when using the Roots Ireland website. When 
entering a surname, the example he used was the surname Callaghan, other name 
variants will come up as default i.e. Gallagher and other variants. He also pointed out the 
wildcard possibilities when searching for a name under a particular townland, by using 
the % key after the word Ball% for instance you will get all of the townlands starting with 
Ball for that area. 

He explained that comparing the various sites used www.nli.ie , www.irishgenealogy.ie, 
http://www.rootsireland.ie you may be able to find holes in some of the information you 
uncover. 

Another useful site John mentioned was www.stevemorse.org, a one-step portal for US 
Genealogy, this was a revelation to me as I had never heard of it. He also explained that 
some of the records such as those available on the Irish National Archive are available 
for free via www.findmypast.ie, just browse ‘record search’ and take the short-cut back to 
the National Archive site.  
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Another useful tip was when using wildcard for a surname search for the surname 
O’Connell for instance in an area, if you use O_Connell you will get name variants on 
O’Connell, O’ Connell and O’Connell. This method can also be used when searching a 
DED or a profession. 

He also showed us a quick way to enter the Irish Genealogy website by just using two 
letters rather than inputting your name. 

John explained a great deal can now be revealed through the www.familysearch.org site 
with regards to the Registry of Deeds for Ireland. 

 

 

The final speaker for the day was Nicola Morris, M.A.G.I., Nicola talked about Military 
records both Irish and British. 

Nicola started with the British army records explaining that she used the Medal Rolls to 
track down campaign medals for instance for the World wars, Boer and Indian Mutiny. 

From the Irish perspective you could use the Nominal Rolls to track I.R.A, activity, for 
1916 and during the 1920’s – 11th July 1921 to 1st July 1922. 

Nicola used a case study on a man called Peter Whelan, she had researched. She found 
a marriage for Peter Whelan when he was based in the Curragh with 86th Regiment. 
Using Wikipedia, she discovered that the 86th Regiment saw action in India during the 
Indian Rebellion. With this information she was able to find Peter’s service number, 
which lead to his Service records, which provided details on his marriage and children, 
which confirmed she had the correct person. 

For World War 1, Nicola advised a good way to start looking for an individual was to use 
the Medal card index through the U.K. National Archives to find regiment and service 
numbers. She noted Women were also included in this index. 

The Irish Military service pension records, for instance, includes information on Irish 
Volunteers, the Citizen Army, Cumann na mBan, Fianna Éireann, Hibernian Rifles, and 
the Connaught Rangers, for example. However, Nicola added a note of caution when 
using these records, as they were based on later recollection of these events. 

Nicola also shared an alternative method of searching the Irish Military records for 
individuals. First access through the online records into the Military Service pension 
collection, then into the I.R.A. membership series, then into the I.R.A. Nominal rolls then 
finally into the Divisional maps to search for individuals who served in these divisions, 
who may not appear elsewhere in the records. This may help find where people lived in 
the 1911 census, and what company they may have been in. 

 

Anne Kissane AGI 
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A personal account of a trip to the SAFHS Conference 
 

I was fortunate enough to join a delegation from AGI to attend the Scottish Association of 
Family History Societies (SAFHS) Conference held on 22 April at the Bay Hotel, 
Kingshorn in Fife.  

The location was a splendid hotel clinging to the coast with fantastic views across the 
Firth of Forth towards Leith.  We arrived on the Friday and were generously treated to an 
excellent dinner by ASGRA which gave us all the chance to meet some of the ASGRA 
Committee and other leaders and prominent figures in Scottish genealogy.  The 
restaurant and bar area were the centrepiece of the hotel design and afforded fantastic 
sea views on 3 sides.  The downside of this became apparent the next day!!  The lecture 
hall and the exhibition room were at opposite ends of the hotel while foraging for a cup of 
coffee required a route march involving 3 lifts!!! 

 

 

Helen Kelly and Anne-Marie Smith of AGI enjoying a joke 

There was a steady stream of visits at the AGI stand throughout the day, especially from 
members of the public with both Scottish and Irish ancestry.   
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I also had the opportunity to visit many of the stands in the exhibition.  I found the 
Lanarkshire stalls particularly interesting as I have a cousin who lives there.  I also had a 
long chat with 2 lovely ladies from Caithness who told me that they had a 400 mile trip 
down to Fife.  It made me realise just how big Scotland is as it must be around another 
100 miles to the English border.  Like Ireland population is unevenly distributed.  I 
understand the 2019 SFHA conference may be held in Caithness!   

 

The day was also a great learning experience.  Helen Kelly’s talk to the Conference 
entitled “Searching for your Irish born ancestors” was very well received and she was in 
great demand throughout the day flying the flag for AGI.  However, I had not realised 
how hard up some AGI Council members were until I learnt that one of our number had 
taken on the role of night porter and nocturnal receptionist to offset his hotel bill!!!  This 
unintended revelation produced great hilarity at the breakfast table. 

After the event I travelled to Glasgow to catch up with some of my family.  As a young 
boy I was mad about trains and as a treat was once taken by train across the magnificent 
Forth Rail Bridge completed in 1890.  Today I was able to travel again by train crossing 
the Firth on the same railway bridge nearly 60 years after my first experience!! 

However, the view has changed a lot.  
Nowadays there is the amazing 
panorama of 3 bridges alongside each 
other crossing the Forth.  On the east 
there is the old railway bridge which 
has been carrying trains over the Forth 
for over 125 years.  In the centre is a 
modern motorway bridge which opened 
in 1964 which our taxi had used and is 
now an integral part of the Scottish 
motorway network.  Finally, further west 
and still under construction but looking 
very close to completion is another 
huge motorway bridge with a 
spectacular cantilever design carrying 
addition road capacity built at a cost of 
£1.35 billion. 

An early photo of the 3 bridges crossing the Forth  

 

It was truly spectacular.  But I was only here for the genealogy..................... 

 

Michael Walsh MAGI 
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The ASGRA AGM 
 

by Paul Gorry MAGI 

 

On Friday 3 February I had the pleasure of attending ASGRA’s Annual General Meeting 
in Edinburgh, as AGI’s observer.  Last December Ian Marson represented ASGRA at 
AGI’s AGM in Dublin.  The reciprocal attendances were part of the binding of our 
Alliance, now one year old. 

 

Being AGI’s observer in Edinburgh was an excuse for me to get a good look around this 
beautiful city, in which I had previously only spent two afternoons (about 35 years apart).  
Jill Williams, Fellow of the Irish Genealogical Research Society, very kindly invited me to 
stay with her for my visit.  Jill is a new resident of Edinburgh but she has immersed 
herself in its genealogical world.  She brought me to see the Scottish Genealogy 
Society’s premises and to hunt for James Connolly’s birthplace. 

 

The AGM’s impressive venue, The Dome in New Register House, was a little like a 
combination of Dublin’s Registry of Deeds and the long-gone State Paper Office, which 
used to be in the Bermingham Tower in Dublin Castle.  The meeting itself was interesting 
and business-like, but with lots of good humour.   

 

It was a great opportunity to briefly renew acquaintances from the Belfast CPD event, 
meeting Bruce Bishop, Stuart Coles, Linda Kerr, Lorna Kinnaird, John McGee and Kirsty 
Wilkinson.  It was very nice to meet ASGRA’s President, Alan MacLeod, for the first time.  
Unfortunately there wasn’t a chance for me to talk to the other members I hadn’t met 
previously.  But getting to chat again over lunch with Janet Bishop (ASGRA Chairman) 
and Ian Marson was a bonus.  Thank you to all in ASGRA for making me feel so 
welcome. 
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Dates for your Diary 
 

Upcoming events in Scotland 
 

 

13 July 2017, 6.15pm 

Scottish Genealogy Society Register House visit 

Venue: Register House, Princes Street, Edinburgh 

 

19 July 2017, 6pm 

A Journey Through Scotland's Past: Age of Castles 

Venue: Longmore House, Edinburgh 

 

Upcoming events in Ireland 

The Continuous Professional Development (CPD) Programme for 2017 is currently being 
rolled out by Helen Kelly MAGI and her team.  Undertaking CPD is a mandatory 
requirement for professional genealogists in Ireland which allows them to maintain their 
accreditation.  Attendance is monitored by AGI. 

Recently the AGI Council agreed and published a set of new Guidelines to assist 
members in completing their quarterly CPD returns. 

 

Further CPD events in 2017 so far announced include: 

Thursday 3 August 2017  

A visit and presentation has been organised to the OSI (Ordnance Survey Office) in 
the Phoenix Park, Dublin at 2.00pm followed by a visit to Farmleigh Houset 4.15. 

There is a small possibility that the visit to Farmleigh House could be cancelled at 
the last minute if the House is required for another event. 

The afternoon will conclude with an early bird dinner – details to follow. 
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Tuesday 7 November 2017 

A CPD event is being planned at the Dublin City Library and Archive Pearse Street, 
Dublin 2; more information will be available shortly 

 

 

Back to Our Past   Royal Dublin Society (RDS) – Friday 22 October – Sunday 24 
October 2017 in the Industries Hall 

The biggest event in the Irish Genealogy calendar is undoubtedly the Back to Our Past 
exhibition which is held annually in the Industries Hall at the Royal Dublin Society (RDS) 
in Ballsbridge, Dublin.  The Royal Dublin Society started as a philosophical society, 
originally the Dublin Society in 1731 and at one stage was based in Leinster House the 
present seat of the Dáil or Parliament in Dublin,  The event which is part of a huge 
exhibition for the over 50s runs will be held over weekend in 22 -24 October 2017.   

It is a unique event in Ireland which brings together professional genealogists, major 
website owners, book publishers, software providers, associations and is open to the 
public on all 3 days.   

It provides a wonderful opportunity to mix with other enthusiasts, discover the latest in 
hardware, gadgets, tools and accessories as well as discovering what other groups, 
societies and associations have to offer.   

There is also normally an opportunity for members of the public to book a private 
consultation with a professional genealogist from AGI to discuss their research problems 
and their brick walls.  In addition, for those just starting out to research their own family 
history, it is a great chance just to make a gentle enquiry or to receive helpful advice on 
how to get started. 
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Meet the Council Office Bearers 
In each Issue we will introduce two of the principal office bearers from AGI and ASGRA.  
In this fourth Newsletter it is the turn of the ASGRA Honorary President. 

 

Alan J. L. MacLeod, ASGRA Honorary President. 
 

Alan MacLeod is a native of 
Inverness where he spent much of 
his youth.  After National Service 
in the army he studied agriculture 
at Aberdeen and then pursued a 
career in Scottish agricultural 
merchanting.  Having been based, 
variously, in Inverness, 
Morayshire, Aberdeen, and 
Edinburgh, this gave him a very 
wide knowledge of the rural 
geography of Scotland and also 
the practices of Scottish 
agriculture; farm and place names 
(situations and pronunciation) and 
differing dialects of the 
countryside.  He took early 
retirement, in 1985, and joined his 
late wife, Gwen, in her genealogy 
business.  Together they 
continued to build the business 
until her untimely death in 1989.  
Thereafter Alan continued to 
expand the business. 

 

Alan became a member of ASGRA in 1985 and had served in several posts within and 
outwith the association.  He was Publicity Secretary of ASGRA for ten years in the 1990s 
and Chairman for eight years (2 terms) at about the same time.  Also, he served as hon. 
Secretary of the Association of Scottish Family History Societies (SAFHS) for ten years 
in the 1990s and was a council member and the Event Secretary of the Scottish 
Genealogy Society. 
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From 1986 to 2000 Alan travelled to North America and Australasia spreading the 
Scottish genealogy message.  Notably he attended the Australasian Congress of Family 
History and Heraldry in Canberra, Sydney, Brisbane, Perth, and Christchurch, New 
Zealand, during this period. 

 

Alan is interested in the genealogy of, and in, all parts of Scotland, but particularly so, 
that of the Highlands and North East of the country in both of which he has an intimate 
knowledge.  Living relative research also features largely in his work. 

 

ASGRA members were proud to elect Alan as honorary President in 2015 as a reflection 
of his contributions both to ASGRA and to the field of Scottish genealogy. 
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Getting to know each other... 
Each Issue we interview principal members of each organisation so that members can 
get to know other key players better.  

 

 

Introducing Carolyn McNicholl from ASGRA 
 

In this edition of Connect we are saying hello to ASGRA researcher Carolyn McNicholl 
who runs McNicholl Genealogical Services from her base in the west of Scotland.  You 
can find out more about Carolyn's research services on her website. 

 

Name: Carolyn McNicholl 

 

Email: info@mcnichollgenservices.co.uk  

 

Occupation: Professional Genealogist 

 

Location: Renfrewshire, Scotland 

 

Areas of research and specialisms: Research carried out for most areas of Scotland.  
Specialises in US and Canadian research. 

 
 

What brought you into genealogy? 

I have been interested in my own family history since I was young and wanted to help 
other people to research their family history too.  
 

What has been your favourite piece of research or most interesting assignment? 

I had one client who was trying to locate their grandfather who had immigrated to the US 
from Scotland.  She couldn't find him after years of research.  It ended up that he had 
been a bigamist – had run off to the US and had another family there.  I used the 
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signatures he had left in Scottish documents and compared the handwriting to the ones 
in the US and they matched!  Not an easy thing to tell the client, but she was grateful that 
he was found. 
 

What is your favourite Archive and Why? 

The Mitchell Library.  It is near to my base in Renfrewshire and has a good collection of 
records relating to Glasgow and the west of Scotland, as well as having nice staff. 
 

How is your own family tree? 

I have probably gone as far as I can with my family in the US records.  A few holes in 
some liens, but some records have been destroyed in the past making it tough to 
complete.  But, overall am pretty happy with it considering the limitations and headaches 
with US records. 
 

What tips can you offer a beginner? 

Focus on one family at a time.  Understand that you are not going to find a family line 
going back to Adam and Eve!  Have realistic goals and don't expect too much in the 
beginning.  Research takes time and patience.  Don't rely on Ancestry public trees – do 
your own research with original documents if possible. 
 

How do you relax or what other interests do you have? 

I like to travel and also enjoy cooking, reading, hill walking, and fishing. 
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Introducing Joan Sharkey from AGI 
 

Joan is a well known figure in Irish 
genealogical circles as Vice President of 
AGI and providing professional support to 
the Genealogy Advisory Service in the 
National Library as well as the 
Genealogical Service in the National 
Archives.  She holds a Diploma in Local 
History from the National University of 
Ireland in Maynooth and has written a 
book St. Anne’s: the Story of a Guinness 
Estate published in 2002 in association 
with Dublin City Council. 

She is a member of the Irish Genealogical 
Research Society (IGRS) and the Irish 
Family History Society (IFHS), serving on 
the latter as a committee member since 
2001.  In recent years she has given many 
lectures on local and family history. 

Joan has been a member of Council for AGI since 2005.  She served as Honorary 
Treasurer from 2006 to 2008 and again from 2010 to 2012. 

 

Ref. Questions 

Q1 Name:   

Joan  Sharkey 

 
Q2 Email:  

joan.sharkey@gmail.com 
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Q3 Occupation:  

Professional Genealogist 

 
Q4 Location:  

Raheny, Dublin 5. 

 
Q5 Areas of research and specialisms:  

All of Ireland. My special interests would be Ussher surname (my maiden 
name) and Dublin City. 

 

 
Q6 What brought you into genealogy? 

As my father died when I was only three years old, I knew little about his 
Ussher family from Galway City, and was always interested to learn about 
his family background.  A notice in my local library in Raheny, Dublin 
about an informal group which was meeting once a month to help anyone 
interested in researching their family history, was the answer to my quest.  
This group was started by Ray Wickham (now deceased) who had been 
doing his own family history for years and he became a great mentor to 
everyone and introduced us to all the main research repositories in Dublin.  
The Raheny Heritage Society was formed from this group in 1987 and 
catered for members interested in both genealogy as well as local history 
and is now celebrating 30 years.  I was Hon Secretary for many years and 
researched and assisted in the society’s exhibitions and publications over 
the years.  

My entrance into professional genealogy came about accidently in 1999 
when I was asked to help the American Elderhostel groups who came to 
Ireland to research their family history and to help guiding them about the 
sources in the Dublin repositories.    At that time I was on the planning 
committee of the 4th Irish Genealogical Congress and knew many of the 
professional genealogists in AGI (then known as APGI).  After a few years 
of this part time work in genealogy, I decided to apply for membership of 
AGI and was accepted in 2003.  
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Q7 What has been your favourite piece of research or most interesting 

assignment? 

An assignment for a client some years ago, lead to visiting Killorglan and 
the Gap of Dungloe in Co. Kerry. As the National Library had no microfilm 
copies of Killorglan Roman Catholic parish, I had to view the original 
registers held in the Parish Priest’s house which he made available to me.  
I also had to visit my client’s cousin, who was the local postman in the 
Black Valley, to get his local knowledge of old townland names no longer 
in existence in the area.  Visiting him was quite an experience as I had to 
drive a car through the tiny road in the Gap of Dungloe which is usually 
only accessible to jaunting cars and hoping I would not end up in a ditch! 

Another interesting assignment in 2015 was tracking down the 
whereabouts of the Church of Ireland Chapel baptism register of the Royal 
Hospital Kilmainham which was handed over to the Irish Free State in 
1922.  It is now the home of the Irish Museum of Modern Art.  Nobody 
seemed to know where the baptism register was kept.  By talking to the 
archivists in the Church of Ireland Library, the National Archives of Ireland 
and the Office of Public Works (OPW), it was eventually found in a locked 
chest with no key in the Guinness Library in Farmleigh House, the official 
Irish State guest house.  This was a genuine treasure hunt! 

 
Q8 What is your favourite Archive and Why? 

When I first visited the Registry of Deeds, I felt I was travelling back in time 
to the Dickens era and that I could be locked away in this place and 
nobody would find me – but I loved it and still do.  Over the years I also 
spent time researching in the Dublin City Archives originally held in the 
City Hall as well as the small Gilbert Library in Pearse Street which are 
now both combined as the Dublin City Library & Archive in the modern 
reading room in Pearse Street.  The staff have always been so helpful and 
pleasant during all these years. 

 
Q9 How is your own family tree? 

I spent many years doing research on my family tree and up against a 
brick wall from early on, due to lack of parish registers. In recent years, 
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with more online sources and also going sideways, I have fill some gaps in 
my tree – now I need to get in all down into a proper format to pass onto 
the next generation! 

 

Q10 What tips can you offer a beginner? 

Always start with talking to older members of the family to get the oral 
history and take notes.  Then start doing the paper trail to find out the 
correct information.  When searching any source, take note of what 
exactly you searched and what you found, positive or negative – it can be 
frustrating to have to go back and re-check something you already 
searched. Finally, not everything is available online and correct – check 
the original source. 

 

Q11 How do you relax or what other interests do you have? 

 

My first love was ballet which I studied up to age 17. This also led into a 
love of opera.  The first opera I saw I was dancing in it in the Gaiety 
Theatre in Dublin.  So ballet and opera have always been a part of my life 
and both are to this day.  I also swim regularly to keep fit and switch off. 
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Focus on... 

 
In each Issue we will focus on a Scottish or an Irish archive. 
 
The purpose of these guides is to give some “top tips” for practical use of the archives 
based on the experience of users.  So you will hopefully find out some different details to 
those advertised on the archive’s website!! 
 
We hope that this will help new users feel more comfortable using these archives for the 
first time.  The authors of these articles are also happy to hear from new users of these 
archives if they have any further questions about them. 
 
 

Spotlight on... 

 

 

The General Register Office in Dublin 
 

Civil registration spluttered to a start in Ireland in 1845, when registration of non-Catholic 
marriages began and the post of Registrar General of Marriages was created. The 
reason for these peculiar beginnings was the usual Irish sectarian bun-fight. The Catholic 
and Presbyterian churches objected to the fact that Church of Ireland clergy could carry 
out registration for their own marriages, but other denominations had to register via a civil 
registrar.  
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In the early years, the Office of the Registrar-General (aka The GRO) was located in the 
King's Inns building, one of James Gandon's Georgian masterpieces. It remained there 
until 1872, nine years after the start of full registration in 1864 and subsequently moved 
to another of Gandon's buildings, the Custom House, where it remained until 2005.  In 
that year it was decentralised to Roscommon town, in the constituency of Albert 
Reynolds, who was Taoiseach when the decentralisation decision was made. I'm only 
saying. 
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Happily, the Research Room remained in Dublin, first in ludicrously cramped quarters in 
Lombard Street, then in nice spacious offices in the Irish Life Centre and finally in a 
dedicated building in Werburgh Street. 
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There was blue murder when the Werburgh Street move was first mooted in 2013. The 
building is a former Labour Exchange up a laneway in a run-down area of the city and 
some researchers (i.e. the present writer) had lurid memories of collecting their "tinkers' 
dole" there in the 1980s.  
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As it turned out, the building is structurally superb, the first pre-cast concrete building 
erected in Ireland, with a Preservation Order on it. The renovations carried out by the 
Office of Public Works turned it into a warm, quiet, spacious research area. We were 
wrong. 

 

The manual research system still operated there is virtually identical to that in use in 
England and Wales. A series of indexes - annual to 1877, quarterly thereafter - provide 
enough information to identify an entry in the central copies of the registers held in the 
Office. €2 buys you five years of research in the indexes. €4 buys a print-out of the full 
entry. As in England and Wales, unless a surname is uncommon, the system is akin to 
fishing through a keyhole wearing boxing gloves. 

 

In theory, customers are limited to eight print-outs a day,  a rule (like so many in Ireland) 
designed as a rough guide rather than a commandment. If things aren't busy, the staff 
will stretch it. Even if they are busy, they'll next-day email the print-outs.  

 

The place is now much more pleasant to work in than it used to be, because it has 
recently got much less busy. The reasons are simple. First, the Mormon microfilm copies 
of the printed indexes up to 1958 have been online at FamilySearch.org since 2009. 
They're not perfect - they omit late registrations/amendments and include mother's 
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maiden name only from 1928, rather than 1900 as in the Werburgh Street copies. But 
they have saved countless €2s over the past eight years.  

 

In 2012, the Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht's site IrishGenealogy.ie 
made another set of indexes available. These differed from the printed indexes, having 
been created as part of the GRO's digitisation program, and followed the cut-offs already 
in use in Scotland and the Northern Ireland GRO: more than 100 years old for births, 75 
for marriages and 50 for deaths. The two sets of indexes are wonderfully, mutually 
corrective. They both have lots of transcription errors, but not the same ones. 

 

Then in 2016, IrishGenealogy.ie produced the Big Bang. As well as the indexes, they 
also made the corresponding record images available, all for free. 

 

They opened the door and turned on the light. 

 

The image collection is not complete, with no marriages before 1882 and no deaths 
before 1891, but the imaging process is ongoing and those missing images will arrive in 
the near future. Nirvana. 

 

Well, maybe not quite. For marriages before 1882 or after 1940, births after 1915, deaths 
before 1891 or after 1965, the GRO Research Room is still your only man. Judicious use 
of the indexes on FamilySearch and IrishGenealogy continues to lighten the €2 burden 
for most of these years. 

 

The Office has two options for those unfortunate enough to have to live outside Ireland. 
From the IrishGenealogy help page "I want to get a copy of a certificate, what do I do", 
you can download a form for printing and posting to order the €4 printouts. You get the 
feeling they're not trying to make things easy. The same page has a link to 
www.certificates.ie where you can shell out €20 for an official certificate, but only for 
relatively recent years. The service is designed for those who need identity verification 
for Irish state services, not for researchers.  

 

 

 

End of Newsletter 


